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THE \VHITE HODS£
WASHI:\GTO:-.-

June 11, 1975

TO:

TENN

h .

~J~O-HHNNSON

1

FROM:

Gl~~ede

SUBJECT:

Uranium Enrichment

Enclosed are two papers that I promised
during our recent meeting with Dick
Dunham, Jim Mitchell and Hugh Lmveth:
Attachment 1 is a summary from
my notes on the understanding
with respect to work that would
continue on the 5 million unit
add-on plant under the privatization alternative.
Attachment 2 is a discussion of
the "cut-off" date matter.
I *ould appreciate a call if you see any
problems with either one.
I suspect that
Attachment 1 needs some expansion.
I am also attaching a copy of the detailed
schedule that we discussed on Monday. As
I indicated yesterday, the dates probably
will have to be tightened up and I will
get back to you on them.
Attachment
cc:

\...d1:'ffi'

Cannon
Jim Connor
Jim Mitchell
Bob Fri

Digitized from Box 36 of the James M. Cannon Files at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
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In light of the President's decision to proceed with
imrnediate privatization of uranium enrichment, what Hork
will be done and what will not be done on the proposed 5 million
unit add-on diffusion plant?.
\vork already unden·my includes:
- Conceptual design work for the plant(Not Title I or II)
- Preliminary discussions with power suppliers
(This work is being financed from a $5 million ERDA appropriation
which also pays for work on the centrifuge demonstration
program.)
·
Work that \vill be continu'ed and which does not require
either additional authorization or appropriations incl~des:
- Continue conceptual design work for the add-on plant.
Begin discussions \·lith suppliers to get information
on materials and equipment availability, scheduling and
prices. Perhaps discuss contract terms.
Continue discussions \vi th electric power supplier.
Work that \vou:ld not be done.:...~ ,:,hich might have been undertaken
if the President selected the add-on plant option -- includes:
Anything requiring additional authorization or expanded
appropriations, such as:
- Title I and Title II design work.
- Long lead time procurement.
Actions that might compete for supplies, equipment or
resources that will be needed to proceed expeditiously
with the privatization option selected by the President.
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Is there a specified "cut-off" date "t-Jhen, if the UEA project
seemed to falter, the Government would decide to seek authorization
and appropriations for an add-on diffusion plant at Portsmouth?
First, the risk of UEA failure is considered minimal. Second,
there is no one specified, pre-set date for such a decision.
·
The approach that has been selected by the President calls
for a major committment to assure privatization of the next
increment of capacity, and the full efforts of the Executive
Branch will be devoted to assure the success of the approach.
The approach contempl~tes very close monotoring by the Government
at all stages to assure that the Government could step in if
the privatization effort threatened to fail -- an event that is
.considered unlikely. This close monitoring will prevent any
significant loss of time, if something were to go wrong, and
thus assure that additional capacity can be brought on line by
the time it is needed in the 1983-84 time period.
If the Government had to step in, the question of :!:-he:.. plant that
would be builtl{S million unit add-on plant, or a 9 million unit
free-standing:·plant} \vould depend on when intervention proved.
necessary. Some example~ will illustrate the point:
• If Congress failed to pass the authorizing legislation
needed for the private enrichment industry approach and
instead, passed authorization and appropriations for a
Government plant, it probably would be desirable to
proceed with the add-on plant approach.
UEA will be proceeding with all necessary arrangements
for
_
.. its planned plant(including design,
power supply, etc.) while the Congress acts on the
President's proposal.
If at some time prior to March
1976 when UEA is expected to complete financial, customer
and power supply arrangements, UEA found that it could
not proceed, the Government would need to determine
whether it would be best to proceed with a 5 million unit
add-on plant or with the 9-million unit free standing
plant.
If at some later time, UEA finds its way blocked or the
Gove-rnment finds it necessary to step in and assume
UEA assets and liabilities, the Government would have
to decide the best step. At some point it would undoubtedly
be the case that it will be more advantageous for the
Government to proceed with the free-standing plant than
to revert to an add-on plant.
(more)
,:(_, !
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Because of the arrangements that have been designed, it would
be inappropriate to pick a single "cut-off" date. To do so
could have the effect of encouraging those who prefer a Government plant to the President's decision to seek delays until the
date is reached. Furthermore, a single date would be
inconsistent with the basic plan and is unnecessary since the
plan provides for close and constant monitoring so that actions
can be taken in time to prevent delays in bringing the plant on
line beyond the date that it is needed .
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SCHEDULE - URANIUH

ENRICH~1ENT

Date
Additional Capacity
Preliminary discussions with Congressional
leaders
Presidential discussion with selected
members
ERDA discussions with JCAE and staff
Policy issues to be resolved (requiring
other agencies or Executive Office
RevieT,.J) - ERDA submits option papers
to Cannon
Additional Government actions to assure
a commercial market, particularly for
centrifuge
Nature of the Government commitment to
assure that orders placed with UEA or
other private firms are filled by the
Government, if projects fail.
Limits on investments, purchases by
individual foreign nations.

6/16
6/16

6/16

-·

Legislation covering alternative selected
ERDA submits draft to OMB
OHB completes clearance process
Legislation transmitted

6/16
6/23
6/25

Letter agreement
ERDA discuss with JCAE
Obtain JCAE agreement
Sign agreement

6/16
6/23
7/5

.

Presidential Message
ERDA submits draft to Domestic Council
Domestic Council gets OMB, NSC, FEA
co~ments, discusses with ERDA and
sub~its draft to Theis
Theis completes his first draft for
•
St..a:J_+: revleW
Tr?.nsmit rnessase
.1-

6/16
6/18

,..

6/25

,
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Date
Fact Sheet
ERDA submits draft to Domestic Council
Domestic Council gets OMB, NSC, FEA
comments
Domestic Council draft to all parties
for comment
Revised draft completed (for use in
briefings)
Final draft to press office

6/16
6/18
6/19
6/23
6/24•

Economic Impact Statement ·
ERDA draft to Domestic Council
Seidman approved statem_ent

6/17
6/23

Schedule for completion of Environmental
Impact Statement and Licensi.ng Review ERDA submits to Domestic Council

6/16:

Q&A's
Draft Q&A's due to Domestic Council
from ERDA and FEA
Final A&A's completed

6/19
6/21

RFP for Centrifuge Demonstrator Plants
ERDA submits plan to OMB for concurrence
OMB review completed

6/16·
6/21

-·

Commercial charge legislation
ERDA submit draft to OMB
OMB clearance-completed
Dr. Seamans transmits legislation

5/27
6/20
6/23

Open season decision - Proposed relief from penalties in
current utilities' contracts with ERDA for enrichment services.
ERDA submits to OMB
OMB review completed
Decision announced by ERDA
Briefings -

5/13
6/10
6/11

(I·Jeek of June 23)

'

Congressional (Friedersdorf)
Schedule completed
Briefings
Press (Nessen)

6/19
6/23-6/25
6/23-6/25

Interest Groups

6/23-6/25

~oreign

(Baroody)

Representatives

(Scowcroft)

Administration Spokesman (Warren)

6/25-6/26
6/26-6/27

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 11, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON·

THROUGH:

JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:
SUBJECT:

utline for the
Congressional Briefing
on Uranium Enrichment

Here is a three page outline that may
be useful to you as background for the
discussion with Senator Pastore.
It's
too detailed to send to the President.
Attachment
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OUTLINE FOR FIRST CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING
ON URANIUM ENRICHMENT
The Need For More Capacity
All U.S. uranium enrichment capacity is fully committed.
Additional capacity is needed to supply fuel for nuclear
plants -- domestic and forefgn -- that will come on line
in the 1983-84 time frame.
The foreign market for uranium enrichment services is
beginning to erode. Potential foreign customers are
beginning to look to potential supply sources such as
the U.S.S.R., Eurodif II, South Africa, Urenco and perhaps
others. U.S. loss of uranium enrichment service contracts
has implications for potential loss of reactor sales and
perhaps for loss of some safeguards control.
If the U.S. is to overtake potential foreign supply
competition and to retain our leadership as a uranium
enrichment supplier, there must be a firm national commitment to have new increments of enrichment capacity
beginning in the early 1980's. A firm national commitment will. be a signal to potential foreign customers
_and potential foreign suppliers of enrichment services,
because both groups recognize u.s. leadership in uranium
enrichment technology.
The commitment that is now needed is not just to the next
increment of capacity but, instead, to a program that will
assure all necessary additions to capacity in the years
ahead. This probably means commitments-to capacity additions over the next 10-15 years roughly equivalent to
10 times the capacity of any one of our existing 3 plants.
(9 million units annually.)
Privatization
After a thorough review of the matter the President has
concluded that it is feasible and desirable to take steps
no~ that are necessary to assure that private industry
will build the next increments of uranium enric~~ent
capacity. The firm commitment now to privatization of
the uranium enrichment industry is best because:
Privatization can be accomplished with very little risk
with respect to the objective of having the next plant
on line about 1983 when it will be needed.

'
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It can be accomplished with no cost to the Federal
Government.
It can be accomplished while maintaining necessary
Government control over classified technology and
over the exportation of nuclear materials.
The next increment will be built using existing,
proven technology.
It will mean an end to a Government monopoly in a type
of activity that is normally performed by private
industry.
The Planned Approach to Privatization
There are several principal elements in the arrangements
that would be made with private industrial organizations
for future increments of capacity.
Essentially the same arrangements would apply to future
increments of capacity until a competitive industry is
firmly established.
New legislative authority will be needed for some
elements of the arrangements.
Private industrial firms would assume the responsibility
for providing the organization, management, financing
and customers for the plant, and will build and operate
the plant.
The Government would supply technology {and materials, in
those cases where the Government is the sole source of
supply), for which the Government would be paid by private
industry in the form of cash payments and royalties.
The Government would warrant that the technology will
perform successfully when installed in accordance with
specifica'tions.
The Government would receive revenue of about $90-100
million per year per plant in royalties.
In the unlikely event that a private venture threatened to
fail, the potential producers would have the right to sell
assets and liabilities to the Federal Government or the
Federal Government would have the right to assume assets
and liabilities of the project at any time up to the first
full year of commercial operation of the plant.

'
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The Government would take over the project, complete
and operate the plant just as it now operated the
3 existing Government-owned enrichment plants.
The compensation to the equity holders -- in the
event the transfer of ownership became necessary,
would depend upon the circumstances involved and
would range from total loss of investor equity to
full and fair compensation to equity holders if the
venture could not proceed because of governmental
action.
Congress would have the right, through the appropriations
process, to review any proposed compensation to the
equity holder.
The arrangements would end after l full year of
commercial operation.
The arrangements would be spelled out in a detailed
contract.
With respect to the above arrangements, several factors
should be noted:
Diffusion technology which would be used in the first
increment of capacity has been used in Government
plants for about 30 years so there is virtually no
risk in warranting the technology.
The factors that would lead to the Government taking
over a project at full compensation to the equity
holders are limited; e.g.,
·
Inability of the private firm to obtain the necessary
permits and licenses -- which should not be a serious
problem in the case of a uranium enrichment plant;
A Government decision to restrict the sale of
uranium enrichment services for foreign policy
reasons.
The Government would monitor progress carefully to be
sure that the project continued on time and within cost
estimates so that the Government could exercise its
right to take over the project if necessary without
any significant loss of time in getting the plant on line.
The chances of having to take over a project are
considered to be small.

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 11, 1975
MEETING WITH SENATOR PASTORE
Wednesday, June 11, 1975
5:00 p.m. (10 minutes)
The Oval Office
From: Jim Cannon
I.

PURPOSE
Senator Pastore is coming down to discuss uranium
enrichment.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background
This meeting will provide you an opportunity to discuss the alternatives on uranium enrichment policy
and seek Senator Pastore's advice.

B.

Participants
Senator John 0. Pastore
Max Friedersdorf
Jim Cannon

c.

Press Plan
Meeting to be announced but no press photo coverage.

III. TALKING POINTS
See Tab A for talking points on uranium enrichment.
See Tab B for background information on two subjects the
Senator could raise:
Breeder reactor
Price-Anderson

'

URANIUM ENRICHMENT

Senator Pastore feels that the only way to proceed
expeditiously with added U.S. uranium enrichment capacity
is with Federal funding.
He also feels that privatization
will run into serious opposition in the Senate and believes
that you should meet with the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy to get members' views.
You may wish to:
. Agree that the U.S. must make a commitment to expand
its uranium enrichment capacity and to do so in a way
that will give potential foreign customers reason to
have confidence that the U.S. will be a reliable supplier .
. Indicate your intention of setting down with all or some
members of the Joint Committee to discuss the matter .
. That you believe that arrangements may be possible, with
Congressional approval, to achieve the objective of
assured capacity and the highly desireable objective of
having private industry build and operate the plants
that will provide that capacity. Further, that you
will want to describe the proposed arrangements to
him in more detail over the next few days--before you
submit your proposal to the Congress
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LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR (LMFBR)
This is a long-term, $10 billion program to develop by
the early 1990's, an improved nuclear reactor which will
extend our commercially useable uraniQm resources for
hundreds of years.
Press stories following last weekend's energy meeting at Camp David speculated that ERDA
intends to recommend major cutbacks in the FY 76 funding
for this program.
Your FY 76 budget calls for a funding level of $480 million.
\ve expect that Dr. Seamans will request a reduction (and
reprogramming into other energy R&D projects) of approximately 10% (about $43 million).
This reduction is not
because-of any policy decision to downgrade the breeder
reactor but rather results from a reduction in the need
for funds because of delays in the program caused by
licensing and other problems.
A letter is being prepared from Dr. Seamans to the appropriate appropriations committees, explaining the proposed
cutback.
PRICE-ANDERSON LEGISLATION
This proposed legislation would extend the effective date
of the present law which, in effect, indemnifies with public
funds the nuclear industry against claims for damages in
the event of a nuclear accident.
Similar legislation was passed by the Congress last year, but
you vetoedit because of an unconstitutional provision which
would have permitted the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
and the Congress to further consider, after your signature,
whether the bill should ever become effective. Senator
Pastore strongly urged you to sign the bill and work out
the constitutional problem later.
In your veto message, you pointed out the necessity for
having this legislation and stated that you would resubmit
and support a new bill without the unconstitutional provision.
A redrafted Price-Anderson bill is being circulated within
the Administration for final clearance and will be ready
for submission very shortly.
It appears likely that the
anti-nuclear forces will make a determined effort to defeat
this bill.
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THE WHITE HoUSE
WASHINGTON

TO:
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FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

For yo ur information
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Honorable .Jolm 0. Pastore
Chairman • .Joint Committee On Atomic Energy
United States Senate
Washington.~~ D.C.
20510
r

Dear Senator Pastore:.-.
A!s ·you bow~- for th~~ past several month~ERDA has been carrying. out

::a

c:oapre~ive- effort ·to rerlew the emphasis and balance of its
OYerall
research ~and development program. We have also been

energy·

-

working .. to develop the ·Energy Research and Development Plan which
is ·to be' provided to- ·t he Congress by June 30 11 1975 11 as. required by
the- -}federal~Jionnucl~r:: Energy Research and Development Act of 1974.
~~""
·;3(. . ~~, re~'t;}.of. 'these:::efforts 11 we have in process at this. time a
· , ~-:if!;~- -·request ~o·'1:he ..Office-' of .Management and ~get. for severa~ changes
· ·~..;.~~.. -,..;..- ~,.in our 1976-: Budget. ·
··
:
-
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Th&

J'resident.:. of'eourse. liiUSt finally- decide whether any changes
in our ·budget .request ;are ·to ~".presented to the Congress. We do
not anticipate that ~-- Presidential decision can be made until he
has :had an .opportunity to review all our recommendations and ~
.. "Energy:RCD Plan. Prior to the President's decision. we cannot ·_
·,~-*·disclose all the specific budget figures we are reco1111ending;.
._
:~At the< same time, we .recognize the need of the Joint Committee for ~
information· concerning . major changes so that Congress can proceed ~
with an authorization bill for our programs. Accordingly~ the
infonzation in the following paragraphs is submitted for this
purpose with the concurrence of the Office of Management and
Budget.

,

With regard to nuclear energy programs~ we continue to support
strongly the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor program (LMFBR)
and belieYes that it will play an important role in the
long-term energy independence strategy of the United States.
However~

delays have occurred in key elements of the

program~

as:
the completion and issuance of the
impact statement~

L~BR

environmental

such

2

..

the construction and initial operation of supporting
facilities such as the FFTF,
-........
the scheduled construction and initial operation of the
CRBR demonstration plant.

These delays are to a considerable extent outside ERDA control,. reflecting
the additional time that is being required to address key lic~sing
questions and environmental concerns. In addition,. as discussed with the
Committee,. we need to strengthen overall program management and project
control to enable us to better predict and meet our performance goals.
As a consequence of these delays, we are proposing a change in the budget
which would result in a reduction of $43. 0 million in Operating Expenses
and $17. 5 million in Selected ·Resources for the LMFBR program. A
table showing details of the changes is attached.
The proposed change in L.\fFBR funding reflects a decision by ERDA management
to adjust the schedule and pace of the program to better assure its
successful development. The UIFBR bas the potential to provide source
of energy for .l nmdreds of yen:s. Its successful development is more
important than the exact date of its commercial introduction. as long
as it can be completed within ·the time frame dictated by available
uraniua resources. The intent is to proceed on an expeditious. but
orderly basis, with a program directed more effectively to all of the
various probl81115 that must be resolved to assure a viable COIIIIlercialization
option.
·
The changes in· funding that ~e are considering for the LMPBR program
reflect prude~t management actions to carry out the program more
effectively • . ~ever,. it. is important to point out that further
reductions would impair the ·v iability of the program,. as for example,
in the loss of highly skilled technical personnel currently employed
on the prograa.
We also have under consideration and discussion with OMB possible
progralllS to support additional R&D efforts for the nuclear fuel ·
cycle for present light water reactors. We believe that additional
efforts are needed on assessing uranium resources. improving the
on-line availability of existing nuclear plants,. and closing the
nulcear fuel cycle {i.e., fuel reprocessing of nspent fuels"). 1fe
recognize,. of cOu:rse, that there are issues which will have to be
resolved on the relative roles of government and industry in these
areas. In addition, we have under consideration changes of sn-.aller

:

.·
•,
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magnitude relating to the levels for the Light Water
the Gas Cooled Reactors~ and the Molten Salt Breeder
These proposed changes may require a modification of
request 1 or a reprogramming, depending on the levels
by the President.

Breeder Reactor
Reactor.
our authorization
finally approved

I hope that the above information will be helpful to the Committee
in its deliberations on our 1976 budget request.
Sincerely,

r.t. C. Greer
Controller
-
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THE WHI T E HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 11, 1975
TO:

BOB FRI

FROM:

~eede

SUBJECT:

Uranium Enrichment

As you know, I have been talking
with Jack Flynn and Sam Hale about
the Congressional briefing that is
tentatively scheduled for Monday,
June 16, during which you would
outline the proposed program. We
would like by late Friday an outline for the presentation. As
a contribution to that end, there
is attached a first draft that
might serve as a starting point.
Attachment

~·
~·

cc: v.1'im Cannon
Jim Connor
Jim Mitchell
Tenney Johnson
Sam Hale
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OUTLINE FOR FIRST CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING
ON URANIUM ENRICfu"lENT
The Need For More Capacity
All U.S. uranium enrichment capacity is fully committed.
Additional capacity is needed to supply fuel for nuclear
plants -- domestic and foreign -- that will come on line
in the 1983-84 time frame.
The foreign market for uranium enrichment services is
beginning to erode. Potential foreign customers are
beginning to look to potential supply sources such as
the U.S.S.R., Eurodif II, South Africa, Urenco and perhaps
others. U.S. loss of uranium enrichment service contracts
has implications for potential loss of reactor sales and
perhaps for loss of some safeguards control.
If the U.S. is to overtake potential foreign supply
competition and to retain our leadership as a uranium
enrichment supplier, there must be a ·firm national commitment to have new increments of enrichment capacity
beginning in the early 1980's. A firm national commitment will be a signal to potential foreign customers
and potential foreign suppliers of enrichment services,
-because both groups recognize U.S. leadership in uranium
enrichment technology.
The commitm'ent that is· now needed is not just to the next
increment of capacity but, instead, to a program that will
assure all necessary additions to capacity in the years
ahead. This probably means commitments to capacity additions over the next 10-15 years roughly equivalent to
10 times the capacity of any one of our existing 3 plants.
(9 million units annually.)
Privatization
After a thorough review of the matter the President has
concluded that it is feasible and desirable to take steps
now that are necessary to assure that private industry
will build the next increments of uranium enrichment
capacity. The firm commitment nmv to privatization of
the uranium enrichment industry is best because:
Privatization can be accomplished with very little risk
with respect to the objective of having the next plant
on line about 1983 when it will be needed.

'

-,.
2 It can be accomplished with no cost to the Federal
Government.
It can be accomplished while maintaining necessary
Government control over classified technology and
over the exportation of nuclear materials.
The next increment will be built using existing,
proven technology.
It will mean an end to a Government monopoly in a type
of activity that is normally performed by private
industry.
The Planned Approach to Privatization
There are several principal elements in the arrangements
that would be made with private industrial organizations
for future increments of capacity.
Essentially the same arrangements would apply to future
increments of capacity until a competitive industry is
firmly established.
New legislative authority will be needed for some
elements of the arrangements.
Private industrial firms would assume the responsibility
for providing the organization, management, financing
and customers for the plant, and will build and operate
the plant.
The Government would supply technology (and materials, in
those cases where the Government is the sole source of
supply), for which the Government would be paid by private
industry in the form of cash payments and royalties.
The Government would warrant that the technology \'till
perform successfully when installed in accordance with
specifications.
The Government would receive revenue of about $90-100
million per year per plant in royalties.
In the unlikely event that a private venture threatened to
fail, the potential producers would have the right to sell
assets and liabilities to the Federal Government or the
Federal Government would have the right to assume assets
and liabilities of the project at any time up to the first
full year of commercial operation of the plant.

'
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The Government would take over the project, complete
and operate the plant just as it now operated the
3 existing Government-owned enrichment plants.
The compensation to the equity holders -- in the
event the transfer of ownership became necessary;
would depend upon the circumstances involved and
would range from total loss of investor equity to
full and fair compensation to equity holders if the
venture could not proceed because of governmental
action.
Congress would have the right, through the appropriations
process, to review any proposed compensation to the
·
equity holder.
The arrangements would end after l full year of
commercial operation.
The arrangements would be spelled out in a detailed
contract.
With respect to the above arrangements, several factors
should be noted:
Diffusion technology which would be used in the first
increment of capacity has been used in Government
plants for about 30 years so there is ·virtually no
risk in ~arranting the technology.
'

The factors that would lead to the Government taking
over a project at full compensation to the equity
holders are limited; e.g.,
·
Inability of the private firm to obtain the necessary
permits and licenses -- which should not be a serious
problem in the case of a uranium enrichment plant;
A Government decision to restrict the sale of
uranium enrichment services for foreign policy
reasons.
The Government would monitor progress carefully to be
sure that the project continued on time and within cost
estimates so that the Government could exercise its
right to take over the project if necessary without
any significant loss of time in getting the plant on line.
The chances of having to take over a project are
considered to be small.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 12, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

JIM CANNON

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

URANIUM ENRICHMENT ADDRESS

I understand that the President is considering addressing
a Joint Session of Congress on uranium enrichment.
I gather
he envisions a relatively "low-key" speech designed to educate the Members on the importance of this project.
I think that a strong case could be made that an address to
a Joint Session of Congress on this subject would be counterproductive. At a minimum, I recommend that the President
hold off any decision until he sees a draft speech. This
will enable him to better judge the potential impact of the
address.
The following are what I perceive to be the strongest arguments in favor of such an address:

•

Enriched uranium will be to the USA, in the future,
what oil is to the Arabs today.
Thus exploitation
of this resource will enable the United States to regain control over the world price of energy.

•

This is a step towards reliance on private enterprise .

•

This represents another major energy initiative by
President Ford.

•

Congress needs to be educated, and this is the best
mechanism to persuade them to pass legislation proposed by the Administration.

As I see it, the following are the major arguments against
the President delivering such an address:
•

There is simply no way to have a "low-key" Presidential
address to a Joint Session of Congress.
Regardless of
what time of day it is held, there will probably be
live coverage, and at any rate, it will be the lead

,

2

news story that evening and the next morning.
This
is a major chip the President has to play, and it
should be only used for extraordinary reasons, such
as major peace initiatives, State of the Union, major
economic initiatives, etc.
The President should preserve these "chips" for use
next year when it really counts.

•

This complicated subject should be presented to the
Congress in stages, starting with proposed legislation
and briefings by key Administration officials. Perhaps
they could be conducted in the East Room with the
Members coming up in shifts and each session kicked
off by the President. This subject is simply too complex to begin the educational process with such a
dramatic event as an address to a Joint Session of
Congress.

•

There may very well be a need for a major energy
address to Congress late in the Summer or early Fall.
If the Israeli-Arab thing kicks up again and imports
begin to soar as expected, it may very well be that
the President will have to go before Congress and
the Nation to address the entire energy picture.

•

Any speech on uranium enrichment will simply raise
more questions than we have answers.
There are key
problems in the fuel cycle area (safeguards and waste
disposal) for which we do not have solutions and
which will provoke considerable controversy, especially from the environmentalists.
The President
should not go out in front of this issue until we
develop far better responses to these key issues.

I recognize that valid arguments exist on both sides of this
equation, but I believe that the weight of the argument should
be against an address to a Joint Session.
I think that a more
modest selling plan will be more effective in terms of the
success of legislation in Congress and the ability of the
American people to understand the issue.
I think that an
address to Congress at this time, on this issue, would be
a political minus for the President.

'
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DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL STATffi,ffiNT
Our national economic health and prosperity is based, to an enormous extent,
upon the availability of an abundant supply of reasonably priced energy.

This

fact has been brought home dramatically to all of us over the past 18 months as
the price of foreign petroleum has risen to unpredecented levels, contributing
significantly to our economic recession and loss of jobs.

We simply cannot

afford, as a nation, to continue orto increase our vulnerability to the desires
of foreign energy suppliers.

Energy independence for the United States is not

just a slogan; it is a necessity to avoid economic stranulation.
Fortunately the creative genius of the American Society has given us the
wherewithal to achieve energy independence.

A number·of new technologies

involving exploitation of solar or geothermal energy or advanced forms of nuclear
----energy such as nuclear fusion and breeder reactors are on the horizon.

But my messag1

today concerns today's problem, an economical and reliable energy source that is
available for increased production use now.

I refer to nuclear power reactors which

are already making a significant contribution to our energy needs and which,
together with increased use of our coal supplies, offer the United States the
opportunity to become truly energy self-sufficient within about 10 years or so.
I am aware that there is a good deal of controversy concerning nuclear power but

'

I am confident that the American people will make their choices based upon the
facts.

The facts are these:

First, based upon more than 10 years of experience,

nuclear power has an unparalleled safety record, far better than for any other
energy source in.production use today.

Second, nuclear power now costs about 25

to 50 percent less than electricity produced from the fossil fuels, a fact of

l\f..JHTED 0\STR\BUTION

conside~able importance to the American housewife and to our national economy.

I
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And

third~

we have the national capability to expand nuclear power production

rapidly and safely to help us toward our energy independence goal.
To exparid nuclear power we must,
uranium~

i.e.~

however~

increase our capacity to upgrade

to enrich it, to the form useable in power reactors and this is

the specific subject of this message.
enriching uranium.

The United States is now the world leader in

Its three Government plants have operated for more than twenty

years during which time many improvements in efficiency of its secret gaseous
diffusion process have been made.

A new

process~

gas

centrifugation~

has been

under intensive and highly promising development by the Government for more
than a decade and is now also ready for production application.

Our know-how

in enrichment technology is a valuable national asset.
Historically, the United States has supplied enriching services from its
plants to both foreign and domestic customers on a non-discriminatory basis and we
now have many international commitments in this area.

Foreign sales have returned

hundreds of millions of dollars annually to the United States while also providing
us a highly desireable degree of influence over the nuclear programs of those countries.

It is most

point of

view~

important~

both from a foreign policy and balance-of-trade

that these links with foreign countries be maintained and expanded •
. .

But while our Government pl~ts . have contracted to supply the needs of both domestic
and foreign customers for plants coming on the line before the early 1980's we
have~

for a year

is exhausted.

now~

been unable to accept new orders because our capacity to do so

And since it takes 7-8 years to provide new enrichment plants· ·it

is essential that new projects be committed soon if we are to preserve the nuclear
power option

for our country and 'our ability to meet our foreign commitments.

For a number of years it has been the objective of the Executive Branch that
..
LIMITED O!Sl R!SUTiG;'j
new enriching capacity should be provided by the private sector since non-Governmenta
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markets (electric utilities) are served by these plants and since uranium
enrichment is a function that is clearly industrial, not Governmental, in nature.
Furthermore,
Government,
of dollars.
industry,

~

~

new enrichment plants
~

actions~will

C'.,.,.)

~

be provided by private, rather than

reduce the pressures on the Federal budget by many billions

The development of a competitive, broadly based, private enrichment

which~

our objective, also will provide an increased measure of

assurance that the growth of nuclear power will not be inhibited by inadequate
Entiching capacity.

It is one of the strengths of the American free enterprise

system that it is able to consider and respond to unusual challenges and
opportunities will ingenuity and vigor.

This is what is now happening with respect

to uranium enrichment.
The technology of uranium enrichment is secret, but for several years a number
of qualified U.S. companies have been granted access to the Government's work.under
carefully controlled conditions in order to make their own assessment of the
commercial potential for private enriching plants.

One group has chosen the well

demonstrated gaseous diffusion production process now used in Government plants.
The others are most interested in the potential of the newer gas centrifuge process
which, thought it is not yet in large production operation, is believed to possess
many advantages.

.

While Governmenb work is going on for other enrichment processes,

such as laser enrichment, which may have application at some time in the future,
diffusion or centrifugation now possess the solid technology basis which is required
for today's production commitments.
Over the past year industry efforts have intensified and the problems and hurdles
to be

overcc~e

in building new multi-billion dollar private projects, essentially

from scratch, have been identified.

I must say that American industry has not been

liMITED DISi RIBUTIO!'I

found •.Yanting in their efforts to-Jieet the challenge we gave them.

'
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We now have a propeaal from an industry group , Uranium Enrichment
Associates (UEA), under which a

$3~

billion, privately financed gaseous

diffusion enrichment plant, capable of serving about 90 large nuclear power
reactors, would be constructed and begin operation in the early 1980's.

(The

equivalent of 4-5 such new plants are projected to be required to meet world
demands through the 1980's). This project, if successful, would meet the need for
highly promising
early new ~apacity. We have/expr~ssions of active interest by several other
companies in the construction of privately financed centrifuge enrichment plants,

·r

each on the order of

~

the size of the UEA plant,

These projects, if they can be

materialized, offer the opportunity to achieve a competitive enriching industry
with the resulting benefits that will flow to electricity consumers, our world
trade position and our continued world leadership in a technology pioneered by the
American

taxp~yer.

A multi-pronged approach to enrichment involving both

diffusion and centrifuge projects is highly desireable and I have concluded that
these industry initiatives offer good prospects of achieving our objectives
and that they should be supported.
Nevertheless there are some difficult hurdles to be overcome for a transition
period, from now until private plants are operating successfully, that will
require a unique kind of partnership arrangement between Government and industry

.

during that perod.

This is required because of the very large capital require-

ments and long payouts for plants of large

.,.;_

size~complexity

which have no previous

commercial process history; the fact that technology is and must remain secret,
and that process "know how" presently rests within the Government; and the
imP.ortance

~o

the nation to assure that these projects do, in fact, perform

~!;-

as expected and are able to meet theirAdomestic and foreign

UMITED

OISTR13U110~

~~
t auas.

eetm~d

It

is a unique challenge to the Government, as well as to industry, to successfully

'
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commercialize a new technology under

th~~conditions

of unusual national

importance.
Accordingly, at my direction the Energy Research and Development Administration
will, within the next few days, submit to the Congress proposed new legislation
that will permit the necessary degree of Government involvement in and support
to private enriching projects.

The Energ¥ Research and Development Administration

will enter into immediate detailed negotiations with Uranium Enichment Associates, on
the basis of the proposed legislation, and with prospective centrifuge enrichers
after more definitive proposals are received in response to a Request for
Propsals issued today.

It is my desire that several centrifuge projects proceed

in parallel as rapidly as selection of companies can be made and details negotiated.
Details of the finally

negot~ed

scrutiny when completed.

packages would be subject to Congressional

I anticipate minimal budgetary impact during FY 1976

and, although future years cannot yet be accurately predicted, there is prospect
that our involvement with these private projects can be achieved without significant
future impact upon the Federal Budget.

Early authorization of this 'program by

the Congress will permit the resumption of contracting for enriching services by
the United States suppliers.

The year-long absence of such a capability has caused.

a deterioration of the world view of the United States as a responsivle supplier.
Should the United States not be able to proceed swiftly in construction of
ura~iu~
•·
new/enr1ch1ng capacity, I foresee the following consequences:

~tMlTED DISTRIBUTION
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a.

A slowing of our drive toward energy

independenc~her

electricty

prices to our consumers due to inability to sustain nuclear power
growth.
b.

Loss or weakening of the United States influence with other nations
in nuclear matters, especially with regard to nuclear material safeguards.

c.

Further deterioration of our position as a reliable supplier of
enriching services on the world market and loss of export market.

d.

Loss of world leadership in an area of technology in which we pioneered
and now enjoy undisputed leadership.

In order to minimize the consequences noted above, it will be necessary for
the Government to maintain the option to provide new capacity, should private enrichi
projects falter, so that United States commitments relative to the new project can be
met.

If inability of the private project to proceed is due to unwillingness of the

Congress to grant necessary legislative authority, or of other inability of the
private company to proceed into construction, it may be desirable to add on to
the Government capacity at an existing site.

Accordingly, the funding necessary

·.
to maintain this option will be continued.

In the event it were impossible

for the private company to complete construction or achieve successful operation
it might be necessary for the Government to then complete the project.

Should it

be necessary to actually undertake Government construction, large Federal Budget
outlays would be incurred although these would be recoverable ultimately from
customers.
The program I have proposed takes maximum advantage of the strength and resource-

.

fulness of ~dustry and Government in the Uni ted States and the world l eadershi p we
•
UM\TFD DiSTI{IBUTIO!i
now enjoy in a new and increasingly~s:rgn1ficant t echnology. It builds upon that

'
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base in a way which promises to maintain that leadership in the £ace of vigorous
competition from abroad.

I ask the Congress for early.authorization of the

program to meet our urgent needs and to demonstrate to the world our determination
to pursue energy independence vigorously, to maintain our position of world
leadership in enriching technology and to remain a responsible and reliable supplier
of enriching services.

,

Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller
President of the Senate
Honorable Carl B. Albert
Speaker of the House
of Representatives
Transmitted herewith is an Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) proposal in the form of a draft bill
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended:..

11

[t]o amend the

Enclosure 1 sets forth

the draft bill; and Enclosure 2 sets forth an analysis of the draft
bill.
The proposed legislation would amend Section 161 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, to authorize cooperative arrangements with
private enterprise for the provision of facilities for the production
and enrichment of uranium enriched in the isotope 235.
Discussions with persons interested in providing facilities for the
production and enrichment of uranium enriched indicated various forms
of Government assistance were considered necessary to their undertaking to design, construct, own and operate such facilities irrespective of whether the technology employed was that of the gas centrifuge or gaseous diffusion process.

All prospective entrants into

the private enrichment industry stated a need for Government provision of enriching services to meet their commitments to their
customers requirements shquld their facilities fail to commence
operations as scheduled or for a limited period suffer interruptions
in operation.

Similarly all perceived a need for the Government

,

Han. Nelson A. Rockefeller
Han. Carl B. Albert
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to furnish certain materials and equipment necessary to their undertaking which are not available from sources other than the Government.

Many indicated a need for Government purchase·, for a limited

period and amount, of enriching services during initial operations
in order to service their debt should they not have sufficient customer demand during such period.

Others noted that the basic char-

acteristics of uranium enrichment (high c~pital intensity; long
lead times for planning, engineering and construction; an economic
environment involving many

uncertainties~

a technology that is sub-

ject to rapid improvement and has not yet been proven on a commercial
basis and which has been developed by the Government on a classified
basis; a customer which is regulated as to its prices 1 has a capital
structure designed for minimal risk, and which faces unprecedented
capital commitments) require government assurances against certain
risks to enable securing the large amounts of capital, both debt
and equity, that would be required for such undertaking.

They

indicated a need for facility performance assurances, materials and
equipment warrantees, loan guarantees and or undertakings by the
Government to acquire their equity interest in and to assume their
obligations liabilities and debt arising out of their undertaking
the design, construction, ownership or operation of an enrichment
facility in the event they' could not complete the enrichment facility
or bring it into commercial operation.
The proposed amendment would enable the Energy Research and Development

'
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Administration to provide such assistance as is determined to be
necessary and in the best interests of the Government for the
establishment of a private and competitive domestic enrichment
industry essential to support the manifold growth in nuclear power
which is expected to take place over the next several

decades~

Appropriate Congressional oversight of such arrangements would be
provided by requiring that the proposed basis for any arrangement
be submitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and a period
of forty-five days elapse prior to execution of any such arrangement.
United States enrichment capacity must be increased to meet the
growing needs for nuclear power of the United States and the free
world.

Should we not achieve the transition of responsibility for

provision of enrichment services from Government monopoly to private
industry, the Government will have to provide the needed increments
of additional enrichment capacity costing several billions of dollars.
Although the impact of the enactment of the proposed legislation
upon the Federal budget is not at this time susceptible to precise
estimate, it is anticipated that private capital will provide most
if not all of the funds necessary to the establishment of a competitive private enrichment industry.
An inflation impact assessment has been made, pursuant to (l) Executive Order No. 11821, requiring a statement which certifies that

,
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the inflationary impact of major proposals for legislation has been
evaluated, (2) OMB Circular No. A-107, and (3) the draft regulations
of the ERDA, which implement Executive Order No. 11821.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no
objection from the standpoint of the Administration•s program to the
submission of the draft bill for consideration by the Congress and
it is consistent with the Administration•s objectives.
Sincerely,

'
Jr.
Enclosures:
1. Draft Bill
2. Analysis of Draft Bill

DRAFT BILL

To amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to
authorize cooperative arrangements with private enterprise for
the provision of facilities for the production and enrichment
of uranium enriched in the isotope 235s and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Conqress assembled, That Section
161 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following subsection:
"x.

Without regard to the provisions of Section 3679 of the

Revised Statutes, as amended, and Section 169 of this Act,
enter into cooperative arrangements with any person or persons
for such periods of time as the Commission may deem necessary
or desirable for the purpose of providing the following assistance
as the Corrmission may deem appropriate and necessary to encourage
and facilitate the design, construction, ownership and operation
by

private enterprise of facilities for the production and

enrichment of uranium enriched in the isotope 235 in such amounts
as will assure the common defense and security and encourage
widespread development and utilization of atomic energy to the
maximum extent consistent with the common defense and security
and with the health and safety of the public:

'

- 2furnishing enriching services, materials,
equipment and technical assistance on a cost
recovery basis,
purchasing enriching services,
providing facility performance assurances,
providing materials and equipment warranties,
providing loan guarantees, and
undertaking to acquire the person or persons equity
interest in and to assume the person or persons
obligations, liabilities and debt arising out of
the design, construction, ownership or operation
of an enrichment facility in the event the person
or persons cannot complete the enrichment facility
or bring it into commercial operation.
Before the Commission enters into any arrangement or amendment thereto
under the authority of this subsection, the basis for the proposed
arrangement or amendment thereto which the Commission proposes to
execute (including the name of the proposed participating party or
parties with whom the arranqement is to be made, a general description
of the proposed facility, the estimated amount of cost to be incurred
by the participating parties, and the general features of the proposed
arrangement or amendment) shall be submitted to the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy, and a period of forty-five days shall elapse while
Congress is in session (in computing such forty-five days, there shall

'
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be excluded the days on

~hich

either House is not in session because

of adjournment for more than three days unless the Joint Committee
by resolution in writing waives the conditions of, or all or any
portion of, such forty-five day period:

Provided, however, that any

such arrangement or amendment thereto shall be entered into in
·accordance with the basis for the arrangement submitted as provided
herein ...

'

~·.)

'

.;.., ;
,'.

.

,~;
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Analysis of Draft Bill
{In the interest of consistency and clarity

~tlithin

the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the draft bill uses the term
"Atomic Energy Commission" instead of "Energy Research and
Development Administration".)
The proposed legislation would amend Section 161 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, to authorize cooperative arrangements with
private enterprise for the provision of facilities for the production
and enrichment of uranium enriched in the isotope 235. ·
Discussions with persons interested in providing facilities for the
prod~ction

and enrichment of uranium enriched indicated various forms

of Government assistance were considered necessary to their undertaking
to design, construct, own and operate such facilities irrespective of
whether the technology employed was that of the gas centrifuge or gaseous .
diffusion process.
ment

indu~try

All prospective entrants into the private enrich-

stated a need for Government provision of enriching

services to meet their commitments to their customers requirements
should their facilities fail to commence operations as scheduled or for
a limited period suffer interruptions in operation.

Similarly all per-

ceived a need for the Government to furnish certain materials and

'

equipment necessary to their undertaking which are not available from
sources other than the Government.

Many indicated a need for Government···· ·' . , '
.

(""'

purchase, for a limited period and amount, of enriching services
during initial operations in order to service their debt should they
not have sufficient customer demand during such period.

Others noted

that the basic characteristics of uranium enrichment (high capital in-

\

;q

~·)

- 2tensity; long lead times for planning, engineering and construction;
an economic environment involving many uncertainties: a technology
that is subject to rapid improvement and has not yet been proven on
a commercial basis and which has been developed by the Government on a
classified basis; a customer which is regulated as to its

price~has

a capital structure designed for minimal risk, and which faces unpre•

cedented capital commitments) require government assurances against
certain risks to enable securing the large amounts of capital, both
debt and equity, that would be required for such undertaking.

They

indicated a need for facility performance assurances, materials and equipment,warrantees, loan guarantees and or undertakings by the Government
to acquire their equity interest in and to assume their obligations
liabilities and debt arising out of their undertaking the design, construction, ownership or operation of an enrichment facility in the
event they could not complete the enrichment facility or bring it into
commercial operation.
'·

The proposed amendment would enable the Energy Research and Development
Administration to provide such assistance as is determined to be necessary
and in the best interests of the Government for the establishment of a
private and competitive domestic enrichment industry essential to support
the manifold growth in nuclear power which is expected to take place
over the next several

decades~

Appropriate Congressional oversight of

such arrangements would be provided by requiring that the proposed basis
'

'
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for any arrangement be submitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
and a period of forty-five days elapse prior to execution of any such
arrangement.
United States enrichment capacity must be increased to meet the growing
needs for nuclear power of the United States and the free world.
we

n~t

Should

achieve the transition of responsibility for provision of en-

richment services from Government monopoly to private industry, the
Government will have to provide the needed increments of additional
enrichment capacity costing several billions of dollars.
Although the impact of the enactment of the proposed legislation upon
the Federal budget is not at this time susceptible to precise estimate,
it is anticipated that private capital will provide most if not all of
the funds necessary to_the establishment of a competitive private
enrichment industry.
:,

,·

.-.
-~

, An inflation impact assessment has been made etc
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A. Great Leap Fo...Warfi-IJ
Washington.,-President. Ford has made a momentous
decision in the energyfiel<itllat·for the first time will per-:-.
init the production· of nu<;lear power f uel by private ind.ti&tcy-=-with government u;ndeywriting.
· · The" de-cision; likely't o -lief'ii),recedimt and -certain J;o generate
'controversy, will· go ,_to Capitol- Hill for congressional approval
p-robably late this montlY or--early ·July.; The- immediate beneficiary
uf the- Ford action will b~.Urani""'
Enrichment Associates; a
po~rful. consortium. put to_getlh..l!r fiY ~:th"e- Becht~. € orp. w San
Francisc(), and the Goodyear
Aerospace Corp. of Akron,- Ohio:
Under a proposal personally approved by Ford folJowing a:!ieries
~f top-level White. House. -m~t
ings_,
UEA: ·: will__ build··· ....
multibillion-dollar: plant. in Houston· 'County;' .'\II&::"to:--pl'Oduee en- riched uranium
U-235~ the
fuel of nude,.ar powet plants.
..
The tremendous~ outlay._ of
'
priVate capital would be ~'insured . ·
against failure," aeeording to
administration sources,~ _by- two
federal ·guarantees:: one- ·-would-'assure the workability of cer.tai-n
Highly te-chnical and •' secret
components for whicli the gov.
-ernment is the sole supplier. The
second would have · the ·federal
government purchase -_the- , plant:,.·
J ......
from UEA . if _;·itS •. operatio~ ::· r- -=--~~
scheduled to begin in '198t;..fails."
''"' · ·.
.
d~ring its fir_st· year because of
"'-Frank Zarb
:control.
~ __.. , ... -~" .--- ....._, , -, .,.. . . ,.;_. ,L~
- .... ...,
_ ·=_Several slgnificlt:nt.1actou of..Dational' !~porta ce.:widex_:lie·the 1
Find decision. ... ,_,,..,_ ·.:__ -~~~~-:._.· _,.i. · .. ~-;;._:;,
$:":;:·
· ·
-:~·-~ince· the- Jate"19'40s,.~ennchea-uramn·m 'lias been---:-"prodii'cea ·at
. oru~:~ee go:~ernme~~wned:"plantS:--- bak -Ridge,_Tenn;;· .PoTts-·
-'Jnouth,: Ohio/and.·Padric&h?~;lJnti:l ·M'W;"'}irt\tate'indtJBtti' has not
been>:permitted ro· enter ,the- uranium. enrichment field':..because of;
gover:nmentaf< COncern •9Ver ita secret processes and .. operational
:~i'uir~s.,:Pifvi~-;.in~tey>also has ·sbiecCa~y m...:~he past.pe::.
caus.-of' the--tremerld'ous amounts of :investll:lent capital; l'eqttii'l!cf·
'an-t.the Jligh risk.of financial failure. - . . .
. '7
.-· ·'i~The govern-inent ·warranties~ior· tlie·-UEk project now.;drasti~T
ly .
that-outlook.:'The fact that· Ford is willing to permit federal
under-Writing testifies:·. n9.t only to his support of the concept that
f ree ~nterprise must ge·t. into the nuclear fuel genera~iilg field but
also t o . his concern- that without such: a·.• commitment· :from ,.the
private sector, nuclear energY. developm~~ will not. rel!lize i~fUll
potential as a prime answer to the- energy.._crisis,..
,
-~ _ . ,~
. The UEA-plan. is an ambitious· one., ju'dging 'from the preSe-ntation .t<kadmillistration officials by· Bechtel's.~.J'~rome K~mes and
.others.·. The project will. ·cost . $2.75 billiort.da-t' ·a mini-mum, with
indications- that. the" price will rise .to nearly $3.25 billion by ·.operation~_} status· ...-eight .years form now~ 'l;ht :.P!ant's proqgct: -would
-proVIde fuekfor-92-nuclear. power plants. CUn-ently, there. are 'about
50 ·p lants in- the, U.S: that-generate electricity. :with nuclear :fuel;:The
Ford· ad!ninistration; &J!ticip_ate!- that ..thi!:re -will be 200 ;iucli--plantS
by:19~~i:Jh~ ,~rget..date for :reaching energy self-sufficiency.~~
--~
&.;t:.~~ · ~Foielgn Commifmenfs Will Use 60%
. r-~N~all "of--UEA's nuClear fuel prOduction, however,~will·-be forAni.u~ needs. In o:rder to .raise-.the- investment capital fm· the
- - proj~~U.~ ~-.-for~g~-c~itpre~ tha~:~ utilize 60% of t~e
Alabama plant•s output. Japan, ·rran, Germany, France, Spam,
Switzerland -and . Italy · are interested .in buying UEA fuel. But
voting controh:of :UEA. would ·.rest with. U:S.jnv_estors;,_Komes has
assured: the White Hol}se.. ACI:ordfng' to _UEA .rep.orts.• ~least 26
Utilities &rgreups-iD tha U;S. have-signed }etters: of inte~~
..
Amori~ them· are Sbuthern California Edison,<Duke Powl!r &~Gulf
S~..:.tTtilities, Comm<lJlwealth. Edison, Jerse:i:. Central 'Power &
Light, ·Pennsylvania Power & Light and. Philadelphia Electric.
Obtaining administration support wasj1~t_ easy, :particularly
with initial opposition :from, Robert Seamans, head of the new
Energy· Research and Development Administra-tion which runs the
three government- U-235 .-plants:. Seamans became eon.verted; h-owever.,..when it .was obvious. that.:· Ford and ke~members of Congress
were opposed.- to spending_ money in a tight· budget year for con~Jl of a nee~ ~tlt'lli g-Ovemment facility: Amon-g these who 1
have approved the- UEA 1>lan are- Fede-ral ::Energy Administrator
Frank Zarbb, Economie Counci)'· Chairman Alan Greenspan, BudgetDJ~e~~~ J~mes Lynn and -\Jf~'te House Economic Coordinator
W1lha~Se1dman.
. _ ·~ . Energy experts are :virtiliilly· Unanimous that producing elec- I
triefty,.-witb nuclear fuel' is tll~- eventual answ-er to -the country's i
increa~ing · ·power needs. A nuclear .P~ant can prod?ce electricity at
one th1rd the cost of the most. effi~ient coal-bu~~ng plant· and at
one fourteenth the- c;ost of plants usin·g gas turb~es.
..
1
There is, ~ho\vever; a substantial anti-nuclear lobby on. Capitol I
Hill. :Much of . the .opposition is based on fear of nuclear accidents,
ccnern over unsolved waste disposal problems and worry that fort:ign countries. could.u.se the.nucleaxiuel to develo}l weapons.
Additionally, there is opposition from those who prefer
goveinm•mt 'control to ·p rivate development; the so-called-anti-utility
·
· - ·
lobby... ..
By ~greeing to put the full faith and credit of the U.S. behind
a pnvate energy undel'taking, Ford knowingly invites similar bids J
fur a U.S. underwriting of equally high~risk ventures in development of shale oil and coal gas:sification and even other forms of
nuclear fuel production by laser beam-or gas centrifuge- methods
utore advanced that the gaseous diffusion process to be employed
by UBA.
Buy every -m-easure, the Ford decision must be ranked as a
major. precedent-setting-act ;o the relationship between gavemment
and industry;
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By J. F.-TERHORST

Defense Debate a Dud
Wa_shingtoll-'-lt ·sounded like a brilliant idea. With
j the U.S. entering the post.Vietnam era, let the Senate

engage.· in . a .s.erious, thoughtful debate over America's
proper defense policy for the coming years. Well,· they
held the great debate-this week and the senators blew it.
There- wasJmore sham than substance to the· exercise because
basic ingr-edients were missing from the/equation, wrong questions
were addressed, and some good questions were deliberately ignored.
And sci tne· Senate wound up with. ·
a faulty-':•and ::deceptively inade.
quate record on the llig issue in
spite of· a crying.. .llational need
for .. &:'- cagent::-"eJtamination and
explanation:.- of u.s;-:- policy that
not only_ would ·serve. this countrY
but a,lso wourd be discernible to
America's allies and adversaries.
~- Givjt'·.--\credit,o-._to two liberal
Demoeratlti'lor-·:-"engiileering the
idea~eri~.;Edwa,rd. Kennedy__ of
Massachus_etts--..a}nd.>A!an :.Crans.
I ton of_Califorrua. They -arranged-.
I for two day~ time to be 'sec·_asidit
for;.full exj;osition of -U.S. . Jta:.i
tiona! security '"Tnatten· -1!ncom..:
passing,. but going- well beyond,
c·onsideratign of the Pentagon':;;
.proposed $25 billion procurement
request for- th~ ·commg ;year,
" What- kinil-~Of nuclear.. arsenal
does -the U.S. need! What should
be-·tlle- siz~r of America's conventiona1"-1or.ce-s;-Army, Navy, Aif':·
Force,.. '"''~:.-::.,:·
··
~- SI}o~d)!l~ De~ens~ Dega:r;tment
be: c:!:Pable of--f1ghting· . one_&l;!d
a haW..:;'Wars simultaneously~ne r~..;;.P.uheJ ideo. -witli Kenned-y
maj<fr·-tonflict , and. -a· mall· one _ . ~ •: .,
· ~lsewher8'?' Or is .that concept outmoded'! . Do we -.need nwre or
Cewer troOps· iii Europe and South-~:Kore.a:.'!. Are we more li!Cely
to·facefa''long-{;war in Europe? Or :would is be a short one, capped
perhaps _w~th.:._a: nuclear exchange!'.Can.-we trust detente with the
Soviet Uniort~ and~ so.::..what effect wil that have .on _U.S. spend-"'
ing for · strategic :weapons and cbriventional _for~? Do we in-'>nuclear warheads vis.a-vis the ~·Soviets?·
.., .
That::giveS: you some jdea ~.of the- scope and natl;lie -of. questiO:r:tS th;lt coul~have ben--asked in ·the- course, of .a genuine debate and...• )J.opefullyr.: ans-'wered .toi the .-satisfaction·-.o!., most-. _s enators. T!>. no~
me!.s..:.real. surprise. it- didn't' turn ou~- that,":way- . ... .
..~.:,.""~• Tb!!-. cons_ervati~es · stuek .by_ their -~a4!tion&l ,premise. ~hat only a
totaUY.::irmed .America iS. a safe . America, · and -that the Pentagon
probably . .should be a~ding __f11ore=.-..nof.. .~esS. · on ..-every kind o!
<

\veaponry. -
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Chairman JohJL ·e;.:St'bt~~M1s-<$ ·thff. '·Mme~.t:Se~,
::::ommittee set the ton~::_o~ 'the hawks• &rg)llll~nt by declaring that.'
lltlfough· the Indochina war .in- over fo1:' ·the- U.S.;-"the state-~or theo.
>VorlcL (has} nohll1ateriall;i oehan~d!'.••He po~y¢ the, So-..iet..
'lrnio-n · af'~ontf~lt-ita:in~onbl~ei'pan&on: of {cttee!Sp..
_ _.
Just. a:;- adamantly, ·liberal-""senator8 elung t;Q· the line . that to~·
much defense spending- is as bad ·as ·too little because it- forces
potential adversanes . to engage in an arms race and consumes- billions of dollars better- -spent· on meeting- America•s needs at.
home. By·: setting · a ·. peaceful ''example, contended . Sen. George
McGovern (D-S.D;)- and othersi"America could do more to reduce
I the risk. of was ~han by·arming· to the teeth.
.
r · What' got 'lost' jn the debate were some important aspects-long
!'Ooted·'-in history. .How can defense weaponry and strategy be..
analyze<t without reference. to foreign .policy -and its increasingly.;
important.~ .eorollil;ey.,dntuna.tjoJ14], ~omic. policy? Was Indochina
Iost- ·be-canse•:of ;-American. militari -ina.dequeney: ·OJ: ~h~ ipabilttY- 1»:·
from :foreigil:-.aomination-t·
- ·
·--.· At. the · same· time, where would Western Elll'Ope. Japan.:
·Greece and .Israel be today. In· the absence of U.S. military 'might! .
.And whatever th~ _shape_and size of American's military machinei
its real value for sustaining peace ·in the Middle East and elseewhere will be measured' by -American ability to maintain a stronieconomyr_.at home and assured supplies-of oil and other forms of
energy. ---~~·.; ··:· ·,:-·'-.
·
-·- · Simultaneously~:. national defense _policy- -cannot be separated·
frcim ·domesite politicS-at least it -has not been. Lawmakers ·fromi
states whith special defense _projects cannot . resist the need to
stan"d lUl. for their constituentst ·interests while suggeltting ··cuts'
elsewhere~ with 'minimal regard to' over-all defense strategy:'
. Nor- ilf it wire. for policy-makers to ignort the political pres-;
sures on defense policy that have been-- generated by Greek-Ameri-~
can voters in the case of the dispute over Cyprus, by Israel's
supporters, and by the Arab oil lobby on·the Middle East front.
In short, trying to obtain a "clean" debate in the Se-te on
national military strategy is about as difficult as trying to develop
a "clean" nuclear warhead. There is ju.st no way to escape the
fallout.
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Simon Criticizes Congressional Delay,
Predicts Increased Oil Imports
Treasury Secretary William Simon, criticizing Congress
for "dawdling and delay" on energy issues, said Friday the
u.s. may have to import 50 percent of its oil by 1980.
However, Simon expressed optimism for the future because.
of a growing awareness in the U.S. that "we can neither accept
nor afford the monopolistic practices" of oil exporting nations.
The oil states have used "sheer demagoguery" to justify ne\V'
price increases scheduled to take effect October 1, Simon said.
Simon told the International Conference of Financial
Experts meeting in Amsterdam "only the strong leadership of
President Ford has averted a total failure of America's energy
policies." -- AP;UPI (6/12/75)
Archer, Fisher Criticize Energy Bill
In an 8-minute interview on the CBS Morning News, Rep. Bill
A ·~.::r -%, -!!'ex.) said h · ~·f'lJld not vote for th8 energy bill
now being debated because it is too weak.
"There is no reason, no rear2r
ason why this Congress can'"lot
come up with a comprehensive ene· y ldn," Arche said.

(~
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Rep. Joseph Fisher (D., Va.
aid durin
also is seriously considering op osing the b
hanges are made to strengthen i . -- CBS H
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Ford Opens New Nuclear Era
~
(By Jerald terHorst, Excerpted from the Chicago Tribune)
President Ford has made a momentous decision in the energy
field that for the first time will permit the production of
nuclear power fuel by private industry -- with government underwriting. The decision to generate controversy will go to Capitol
Hill for congressional approval probably late this month cr in
July.
Immediate beneficiary of the action will be Uranium Enrichment Associates. Under a proposal personally approved by Ford
following a series of top-level White House meetings, U.E.A.
will build a multibillion dollar plant in Houston County, Ala.,
to produce enriched uranium of U-235, the fuel of nuclear power
·ants. The tremendous.outlay of private capital would be

'
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"insured against failure," according to administration.sources,
by two federal guarantees.
By agreeing to put the full faith and credit of the u.s.
behind a private energy undertaking, Ford knowingly invites
similar bids for a U.S. underwrjting of equally high-risk
ventures in development of shale oil and coal gassification and
other forms of nuclear fuel production by laser beam or gas.
centrifuge. By every measure, the Ford.decision must be
ranked as a major, precedent-setting act in the relationship
between government and industry.
(6/13/75)
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